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Message from CEO
Welcome to the first issue of MultiVision Newsletter! Through this newsletter, MultiVision 
is bringing you the latest intelligence and benefits of digital surveillance technology.

MultiVision Intelligent Surveillance has remarkable reputation in providing CCTV 
surveillance solutions since 1986, being known for its technical integrity and expertise in 
implementing total surveillance solutions.  MultiVision products and solutions are used 
by many corporate and major government projects, for instance, the Hong Kong Mass 
Transit Railway, China Light and Power in Hong Kong, State Rail Authority of New 
South Wales in Australia as well as the Chek Lap Kok International Airport which 
deployed a turnkey CCTV and traffic control solution that comprises over 700 cameras 
controlled by 13 centers in real time. Since 1997, MultiVision began dedicated effort in 
the research and development of digital video surveillance technology.  We combined 
our exceptional experience in professional surveillance projects with state-of-the-art 
digital technology and present to our customers a series of high-quality, reliable and 
flexible digital surveillance systems that meets professional security and administration 
needs.  Till-to-date, we place high emphasis on research and development to ensure 
that our products stay at the forefront of the industry.

Since early 2000, MultiVision digital surveillance systems are distributed and being used 
in various countries through our major distributors and OEM partners.  We can 
anticipate continuous growth in sales, especially in the European market, through our 
existing distribution channels by offering newer and better systems, such as the 
NetServer Pro, and niche products, such as the NetServer Smart.

Besides, we are expecting year on year double digit growth in both sales revenue, profit 
and market share with the expansion of our customer base towards vertical industries in 
banking, retail and transportation and also more partnership, such as cooperation with 
broadband service provider to offer remote surveillance solution which operates in an 
ASP model to provide surveillance services for end-users.

MultiVision focuses in developing and manufacturing of surveillance systems.  We aim 
at providing " the digital video surveillance solution for a peace of mind ".

  7. 	 Good  compatibility  with  PTZ  control  protocols 	
	 of wide range of brands
For small scale specialized application, the above still 
holds and should also be considered:
  1. 	 Caters    specific    environmental    factor    and 	
	 problems   in   that  specialized   application.  For 	
	 example,  for usage in aircraft and transportation 	
	 vehicles, ruggedized to withstand turbulence is 	
	 mandatory
  2. 	 Ease  of  installation
  3. 	 Flexibility   in   system   connection   for   remote 	
	 monitoring
The market demand for faster frame rate and 
processing features which can enhance monitoring and 
security quality. In addition, people are demanding 
more flexibility as to where they can use their 
surveillance solution.  While technology become more 
mature and applications widen, the definition for a good 
digital surveillance solution will continue to evolve.  
Dedicated focus in research and development and 
ability to cater the needs in specific applications would 
be essential elements of a truly good digital surveillance 
solution provider.

By MultiVision Intelligent Surveillance

For the storage part, one fellow supplier pointed out the 
following five features for a truly digital video recording 
(DVR) system:
  1. 	 Ability  to  download  video  to  an  external  media
  2. 	 Play  and  record  at  the same time remotely or on-	
	 site
  3. 	 Remote  access  to  live  or  recorded  images
  4. 	 Integrated  motion  detection  to  maximize  storage 	
	 and search capabilities
  5. 	 Multifunctional

These are all essential features and should be items 
among the checklist when searching for a useful DVR. 
When come to a professional large scale total digital 
surveillance solution, we would suggest to add the 
followings:
  1. 	 Truly real time speed (25fps) for all channels on 	
	 display.
  2. 	 High and professional quality of image 
  3. 	 Stability and high reliability  (for points 2 & 3, you 	
	 can experience it only if you test the system)
  4. 	 Good expandability
  5. 	 Professional  monitoring  software with  complete 	
	 features
  6. 	 Ease  of  migration  from  analog  to  digital  and 	
	 possibility  to  serve  in a hybrid system of analog 	
	 and digital technology
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NetServer Pro is the latest digital video surveillance system that has 
more features and functionalities for improved surveillance requirements. 
It provides noticeably faster frame rates at 400 fps (real time) for all 16 
cameras on display and 100 fps when recording. It has been developed 
as a result of overwhelming demand for faster frame rate in monitoring 
and quality of display. NetServer Pro will be available in three models for 
4, 8 and 16 channels.�

NetServer Pro is enterprise class digital surveillance server which is 
ideally suited for corporate customers looking to enhance and/or upgrade 
its current security systems.  With the improved frame rate, it can provide 
true real-time monitoring and recording and clearer picture quality.

NetServer Smart is designed to cater specifically for mobile professionals 
or transportation industry where you will need to have access to security 
information on the run. It is designed to fit inside motor vehicles, for example, 
police cars or buses, where it needs to perform security monitoring.�
 NetServer Smart has one model that can monitor up to four channels. Its size 
is relatively small (50mm x 197mm x 272 mm) in order to ease installation 
inside motor vehicles. Its features included 20-30GB storage, 100fps (frames 
per second) display for all four channels and approximately 25 fps when 
recording and it runs on Window XP. It is a niche product designed for this 
specific application.

For more information please visit www.multivision.com.hk 

Digitization technology and video surveillance across 
networks are inspiring the market for more professional 
video surveillance solutions. They can be used to 
implement solutions now that appeared to be too 
expensive just a few years ago. Digital storage media 
provides high image quality, intelligent management 
functions, well-timed archiving and direct image access 
without time-consuming sequential searching. These 
potential benefits of digital surveillance solution 

fascinated many of the users as well as the suppliers.  
Along with this surveillance digitization wave, since 1996, 
hundreds of so-called digital video recorders (DVRs) or 
digital surveillance systems have been introduced into the 
market. As a result, there has been a tremendous amount 
of information and propaganda dispatched.
The key to understanding the category is recognizing the 
basic features and benefits that differentiate truly good 
solutions from the rest.

Enhancing Aviation Security using 
Digital  Video Surveillance  Technology
Hong Kong Chek Lap Kok International 
Airport

Challenges in enhancing aviation security has heightened significantly 
since the tragic events of September 11th, 2001. Security management 
has shifted from traditional manual security to the concept of security 
risk management with the aid of advanced security technology as an 
essential resource. 

Early in 1997, MultiVision has provided a turnkey security surveillance 
solution for this No. 1 airport in the world. The Key challenge in the 
project was to enhance security without compromising passenger 
movement.

Built in 1997, the Hong Kong Chek Lap Kok International Airport needed a 
CCTV system to cover the Passenger Terminal Building, Airfield, Eastern 
Vehicular Tunnel, Ground Transportation Centre and 13 operation centers.  It 
also needed to interface with baggage handling, emergency and fire alarm 
systems.  At opening time, an analog CCTV system with 700 cameras, 2 
level switching was installed.

As more facilities are put into service, the CCTV system has to be expanded 
and the digital video surveillance solution was introduced.  The hybrid analog 
and digital video surveillance solution will be completed by the end of 2002.

New Channel for Surveillance Info
MultiVision Intelligent Surveillance has started publishing a bi-monthly newsletter to introduce latest intelligence and 
benefits of digital surveillance technology to channel customers and users.

On top of updates on MultiVision products, this newsletter shall also feature application cases, technology tips, market 
trend article and other talk-of-the-industry news about digital surveillance.  We hope that you will find much useful and 
interesting information from it. 

A New Visual On-line
Mutlivision has introduced new content and company image at the corporate 
website www.multivision.com.hk.  You may now access to our Products Demo and 
Technical Support Services on-line.  Our customers may download detailed product 
support information from the client session.  You may also find complete products 
information and other latest news of MultiVision at the site. Visit us at 
www.multivision.com.hk now!

MultiVision range of product comprises of NetCorder DIY, NetServer series and UCW (Unet Client Workstation) client 
management system.  In April 2002, MultiVision announced TWO brand new products, NetServer Pro - digital 
surveillance with more and improved features and NetServer Smart - a new digital surveillance system designed 
specifically for motor vehicles. 

What's News!

Product News

Special Features

Case Study

Increased awareness for better quality surveillance solution

NetServer Pro

NetServer Smart

Intelligent Surveillance
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true real-time monitoring and recording and clearer picture quality.

NetServer Smart is designed to cater specifically for mobile professionals 
or transportation industry where you will need to have access to security 
information on the run. It is designed to fit inside motor vehicles, for example, 
police cars or buses, where it needs to perform security monitoring.�
 NetServer Smart has one model that can monitor up to four channels. Its size 
is relatively small (50mm x 197mm x 272 mm) in order to ease installation 
inside motor vehicles. Its features included 20-30GB storage, 100fps (frames 
per second) display for all four channels and approximately 25 fps when 
recording and it runs on Window XP. It is a niche product designed for this 
specific application.

For more information please visit www.multivision.com.hk 

Digitization technology and video surveillance across 
networks are inspiring the market for more professional 
video surveillance solutions. They can be used to 
implement solutions now that appeared to be too 
expensive just a few years ago. Digital storage media 
provides high image quality, intelligent management 
functions, well-timed archiving and direct image access 
without time-consuming sequential searching. These 
potential benefits of digital surveillance solution 

fascinated many of the users as well as the suppliers.  
Along with this surveillance digitization wave, since 1996, 
hundreds of so-called digital video recorders (DVRs) or 
digital surveillance systems have been introduced into the 
market. As a result, there has been a tremendous amount 
of information and propaganda dispatched.
The key to understanding the category is recognizing the 
basic features and benefits that differentiate truly good 
solutions from the rest.

Enhancing Aviation Security using 
Digital  Video Surveillance  Technology
Hong Kong Chek Lap Kok International 
Airport

Challenges in enhancing aviation security has heightened significantly 
since the tragic events of September 11th, 2001. Security management 
has shifted from traditional manual security to the concept of security 
risk management with the aid of advanced security technology as an 
essential resource. 

Early in 1997, MultiVision has provided a turnkey security surveillance 
solution for this No. 1 airport in the world. The Key challenge in the 
project was to enhance security without compromising passenger 
movement.

Built in 1997, the Hong Kong Chek Lap Kok International Airport needed a 
CCTV system to cover the Passenger Terminal Building, Airfield, Eastern 
Vehicular Tunnel, Ground Transportation Centre and 13 operation centers.  It 
also needed to interface with baggage handling, emergency and fire alarm 
systems.  At opening time, an analog CCTV system with 700 cameras, 2 
level switching was installed.

As more facilities are put into service, the CCTV system has to be expanded 
and the digital video surveillance solution was introduced.  The hybrid analog 
and digital video surveillance solution will be completed by the end of 2002.

New Channel for Surveillance Info
MultiVision Intelligent Surveillance has started publishing a bi-monthly newsletter to introduce latest intelligence and 
benefits of digital surveillance technology to channel customers and users.

On top of updates on MultiVision products, this newsletter shall also feature application cases, technology tips, market 
trend article and other talk-of-the-industry news about digital surveillance.  We hope that you will find much useful and 
interesting information from it. 

A New Visual On-line
Mutlivision has introduced new content and company image at the corporate 
website www.multivision.com.hk.  You may now access to our Products Demo and 
Technical Support Services on-line.  Our customers may download detailed product 
support information from the client session.  You may also find complete products 
information and other latest news of MultiVision at the site. Visit us at 
www.multivision.com.hk now!

MultiVision range of product comprises of NetCorder DIY, NetServer series and UCW (Unet Client Workstation) client 
management system.  In April 2002, MultiVision announced TWO brand new products, NetServer Pro - digital 
surveillance with more and improved features and NetServer Smart - a new digital surveillance system designed 
specifically for motor vehicles. 

What's News!

Product News

Special Features

Case Study

Increased awareness for better quality surveillance solution

NetServer Pro

NetServer Smart
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  7. 	 Good  compatibility  with  PTZ  control  protocols 	
	 of wide range of brands

For small scale specialized application, the above still 
holds and should also be considered:
  1. 	 Caters    specific    environmental    factor    and 	
	 problems   in   that  specialized   application.  For 	
	 example,  for usage in aircraft and transportation 	
	 vehicles, ruggedized to withstand turbulence is 	
	 mandatory
  2. 	 Ease  of  installation
  3. 	 Flexibility   in   system   connection   for   remote 	
	 monitoring

The market demand for faster frame rate and 
processing features which can enhance monitoring and 
security quality. In addition, people are demanding 
more flexibility as to where they can use their 
surveillance solution.  While technology become more 
mature and applications widen, the definition for a good 
digital surveillance solution will continue to evolve.  
Dedicated focus in research and development and 
ability to cater the needs in specific applications would 
be essential elements of a truly good digital surveillance 
solution provider.

By MultiVision Intelligent Surveillance

For the storage part, one fellow supplier pointed out the 
following five features for a truly digital video recording 
(DVR) system:
  1. 	 Ability to  download  video  to an  external  media
  2. 	 Play and  record at  the same time remotely or on-	
	 site
  3. 	 Remote  access  to  live  or  recorded  images
  4. 	 Integrated  motion detection  to  maximize storage 	
	 and search capabilities
  5. 	 Multifunctional

These are all essential features and should be items 
among the checklist when searching for a useful DVR. 
When come to a professional large scale total digital 
surveillance solution, we would suggest to add the 
followings:

  1. 	 Truly real time speed (25fps) for all channels on 	
	 display.
  2. 	 High and professional quality of image 
  3. 	 Stability and high reliability  (for points 2 & 3, you 	
	 can experience it only if you test the system)
  4. 	 Good expandability
  5. 	 Professional  monitoring  software with  complete 	
	 features
  6. 	 Ease  of  migration  from  analog  to  digital  and 	
	 possibility  to  serve  in a hybrid system of analog 	
	 and digital technology

Key Features for a Good Solution - Real time, and what else?

Compression 
Ratio

File Size 
(KB/Frame/Sec)
Bandwidth 
(Kbps)

Image Quality

Application

Remark

Raw 
(320 X 240) H.261 MPEG-2 MPEG-4

Motion 
JPEG WaveletMPEG-1

1

230

1,767

Excellent

Video 
Conferencing

Not Suitable 
for DVR 
System

80

2.8

22

Poor

Local

Large 
Storage 
Capacity 
Required

5

44

353

Excellent

Remote 
Transmission

Current 
Industry 
Trend

100

2.2

16.7

Good

Local 
LAN

20

11

83.3

Fair

Local 
LAN

15

14.7

118

Good

Local 
LAN

20

11

83.3

Fair
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Technology Corner
Compression Technology Comparison

The first thing to look at a digital video surveillance solution is to examine the compression technology that it's using.  
Different technologies have different market appeal.  The following table compares the common compression algorithms 
and highlights the applications that they are suitable.  As the compression ratio achieved depends heavily on the source 
image, this is only a representative figure.




